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Abstract
Vonnegut being a post modern writer has tried to give his shot in science fiction. Cat’s
Cradle is one such creation in which he has focused on apocalypse. Here Vonnegut strictly
follows St. John’srevelation on apocalypse, which is mainly based on darkness, fire, and water.
In Cat’s Cradle, he took water as his subject for apocalypse to give it both attributes ofdisaster,
and a prophetic revelation. In the present paper I have made my best possible effort to analyze
how the cat’s cradle is appropriate to the title of the research paper. Cat’s cradle is one of the
novels which fall under Vonnegut’s apocalyptic tradition and one among the apocalyptic
trilogy.Cat’s cradleis an apocalyptic creativity which I have tried to bring forth and discussed in
my paper.
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Introduction
St. John has been a sourceof the Apocalypse till presentfor a considerable work of
imaginative works by means of the historical processof finitude which have explored the
relationship between individual and community. Therefore, it isnot surprising that apocalyptic
imagination reaches its greatestheights which are marked literally or symbolically bya profound
sense of destruction and deathinhistorical and cultural periods. This elementofpessimism no
doubtpermeatesmuch of apocalyptic literature. It must be taken into account thatthe biblical
conceptof the Apocalypse, strictly speakinghas a clear prophetic orientation. ToQuoteLois
Zamora:“Apocalypse is not mere/y a synonym for disaster or cataclysm or chaos. It is in fact, a
synonym for revelation, and if the Judeo-Christian revelation ofthe end of history includes -
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indeed, catalogues- disasters,it also envisions amillennial order which represents the
potentialantithesis to the undeniable abusesof human history”. (10)
The same paradoxical interrelationbetween destruction and
construction,betweencatastrophe and revelation,is thestructural principle articulating the
narrative world ofCat’sCradle (1963). Kurt Vonnegut's fourth novel can be interpretedfrom a
negativestandpoint laying emphasis, as Stanley Schatt does, on the idea that its
apocalypticending does not entail any kind of universal revelation or transformation, since
“thereis no suggestion ... that any of the characters reallychange as a result of
thecatastrophe”.(68) Nevertheless, in addition to these negative implications, a positive
dimensioncan bedetected: not for nothing is it the very destruction of the world that drives the
narratorto write his book,to revealto us literally The Day the World Ended and to make
thereaderan imaginary survivor of the end of the world. Seen from this
perspective,theapocalyptic treatment developed by Vonnegut would serve to illustrate. In the
words ofJohn Barth,“how an artist may paradoxically turn the felt intimacies of our time
intomaterial and means for his work.” (78)
In the following pages Iwould like to suggest that the author uses first andforemost the
literary apocalyptic tradition to endow Cat’s· Cradle with a creative andparodic dimension.
Iseethisprocess oftransformation as being in line with postmodernfiction, and justifying the
opinion of Tom LeClair when he states that novels of thiskind “though often possessing a
deconstructive element, are primarily reconstructive,showing how orders and forms in the world
(and not just in the ai1istic text) can ariseout of seeming chaos.”(2 1)
Christopher Calven has pointed out that Vonnegut uses St. John's vision of the
Apocalypse in three of his novels:
The image sequences of darkness in Mother Night and of fire inSlaughterhouseFive follow closely the vision of apocalypse in the Revelationof St. John. The
remaining key image in St. John's account is water and this issupplied by Cat's
Cradle, making Vonnegut's three World War IInovels anapocalyptic trilogy
structurally designed around the threemost important elementsin biblical
apocalyptic Literature. (53)
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In theparticular case of Cat's Cradle, this statement is fully confirmed, not onlyin the
image of water, whichis undoubtedly a key image, but also through other explicitallusions to the
final book of the New Testament. In Vonnegut's narrator's finaldescription of the freezing of the
ocean, we read:
There was a sound like that of the gentle closing of a portal as bigas the
sky, the great door of heaven being closed softly. It was a grand AH-WHOOM.
I opened my eyes - and all the sea was ice-nine. The moist green earth was a
blue-whitepearl. The sky darkened. Borasisi, the sun, became a sickly yellow
ball, tiny and cruel. Thesky was filled with worms. The worms were tornadoes.
(163)
This passage is very similar to one in St. John's vision where at one point heglimpses a
throne through a door open in the sky and “before the throne there was a seaof glass likeunto a
crystal.”(Rev. 4: 6) The parallel between this “sea of glass” and ice nine- the substance which
causes the oceans to freeze in the novel- is dear, as wellas the reference to crystal
whichcorresponds to “blue-white pearl.”In addition,thestatement that “thesun became black as
sackcloth of hair” (Rev. 6: 12) is an image which can be identified with the darkening of thesky
and the sun's transformation in toa “sickly yellow ball” in Vonnegut's novel.
Another significant analogy can be appreciated in the fact that both John, thenarrator of
Cat's Cradleandhis biblical homonym “reveal”to us that the end of theworld is a direct
consequence of the disappearance of water as such and its transformationinto a destructive
element.Furthermore, it is worth noticing that “Papa”Monzano andthe exterminating angels
happen to use the same means (vials) to bring about the endofthe world.
These references and allusions to St. John expand the apocalyptic framework of
Cat’s Cradlebut also contain in the final instance a parodicintent. This aspect is madeclear in the
marked dissimilarity between the Christian and the Bokononistbible. Inthis respect,while the
Christian faith considers the sacred scriptures to be a compendiumof divine truths, the
Bokononistbible openly admits, in the words of its prophet Bokonon that his is a religion based
on fuma, that is, on “harmless untruths.”Moreover, if theApocalypse is announced as the last
andfinal word of God to the world, hence itsprophetic importance, the final sentence closing The
Books of Bokononand Cat's Cradlereads as follows:
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If 1 werea younger man, 1 would write a history of human stupidity: and
lwould climb to the top of Mount McCabe and lie down on my back with my
historyfor a pillow: and I would take from the ground some of the blue-white
poisonthat makes statues of men; and 1 would make a statue of myself, lying on
myback, grinning horribly and thumbing my nose at You Know Who. (179)
Vonnegut uses another familiar literary model to extend and develop the
novel'sapocalyptic vision: Herman Melville's masterpiece,Moby Dick. The literary echoes ofthis
«mighty book» are evident from the very beginning of Cat's Cradle, where thenarratorintroduces
himself with these words: “Call me Jonah. My parents did, or nearlydid. They called me
John.”(7) This phrase, which immediately brings to mind thefamous opening line of Moby Dick,
also recalls the biblical aspect of Jonah in FatherMapplc's sermon. It follows that John, like
Ishmael and Jonah, will be led by“Conveyances and motives, both conventional andbizarre”(7)
until he fulfils his missionwhich is both prophetic (“to preach theTruth to the face of Falsehood”)
and literary(“To preach Bokononismto the face ofChristianity.”)
Both lshmaeland John are witnesses of the destruction to which they are drivenby their
leaders. In Moby Dick,it is Ahab who with his obsessive monomanialeads hiscrew to their tragic
death. His literary equivalent in Cat’sCradle is the dictatorial presidentof San Lorenzo, who
suffers from an incurable disease and commits suicide byswallowing a portion of ice-nine,
whichin the end will represent the death-sentence forallhumanity.
Other correspondencesbetween the two novels are derived from the similaritybetween the
white whale and Mount McCabe, the main mountain enclave ofSan Lorenzo.“Moby Dick has
apeculiar snow-white wrinkled forehead, and a high, pyramidcal whitehump”(281) andharpoons
“alltwisted anti wrenched in him”(260) while Mount McCabeis desc1ibed as follows:“It was in
thesunrise that the cetacean majesty of the highest mountain onthe islandof Mount McCabe,
made itself known to me. It was a fearful hump, ablue whale, with one queer stone plug on its
hack for a peak. In scale with awhale, the plug might have been the stump ofa snapped
harpoon.”(133)
A laterdescriptionalso tells us that Mount McCabe“was a natural formation”which “from
a distance ... seemed conveniently laced with ramps andledges.”(133)
There can be no doubt that this is another obvious allusion to the natural wrinkles
thatdistinguishthewhale.
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In both novels there is reference to the mirage known as “Fata Morgana”. In thefinal
chapterof Moby Dick this optical illusion is mentioned when, after the violentattack of the
whale,some crew members watch the sinking of the “Pequod”.It is thenthat the batteredsilhouette
of the boat is likened to a “fading phantom, as in the gaseousFata Morgana. “(684) In Cat's
Cradle there is a chapter called“Fata Morgana”in whichwe are told how Frank Hoenikker, after
spendingfour days in a boat with hardly a biteoffood, thinks he is suffering from this optical
illusion: “l raised my eyes to my Makerwilling to accept whatever His decisionmightbe. And my
eyesalighted on a gloriousmountain peak above theclouds. Was this Fata Morgana - the
crueldeception of arnirage?”(56) Bearing in mind this character's state of physical exhaustion, it
is hardlysurprising that he should doubt the reality of his vision. Moreover, if we reflect on
thedose resemblance betweenthe white whale and Mount McCabe, and the fact that MobyDick
“hadactually been encountered in opposite latitudes at one and at the same instantof time”(280),
Frank's “Fata Morgana”takes on evengreater significance.
Another parallelism between Moby Dick and Cat’sCradle is seen in the prophecies. In
Melville’snovel it is the mysterious Fedallahwho finally predicts thetragic end of Ahaband the
“Pequod”justas in Cat’s Cradle it is Bokononwho prophesiesthe end of the world with these
enigmatic words: “the golden boat will sail again whenthe end of the world is near.”(71) The
“golden boat” referred to by Bokononis “thelifeboat of the ship that had brought Bokonon and
Corporal McCabe to San Lorenzo”(136)a lifeboat which “Papa”Manzanohad had gold-plated
and used as a bed. Whenthis “gold bed”(in which liesthecrystallizedbody of the dictator)
accidentally falls intothe sea, Bokonon 'sprophecy comes true.
All theseexplicitallusions to Moby Dick lay specialemphasison theapocalypticcharacterof
the novel. As Christopher Calvert observes: “Vonnegut's point may be that after approximately
one hundred years ofAmerican history, the time between Moby Dick andCat’s Cradle,the
sametendencies

toward destruction are inherent in American society and they beckonwith

the same call to doom.”(36)
However, it should also be noted that whereasMelville attempts to
increasetheverisimilitudeofthenovel by using a first-person narrative viewpoint,
Vonnegutdeliberately breaks with this illusion of objectivity, and thus atthe very beginning ofthe
narration, informs us that John has been converted to Bokononism, which impliesthat “all of the
true things I am about to tell you are shameless lies.”(9) In this wayVonnegut humorously
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counteracts the seriousness to which he has only half-tried togive shapeby means of allusions to
Melville's work.Gulliver's Travels is another literary source for Cat’s Cradle. Although this
workcould hardly be included in the apocalyptic tradition. Vonnegutmakes use of it to
stressjokingly the sickness of the human condition and its atavistic leanings
towardsdestructiveness. In Cat’s Cradle there are at least two explicit allusions to Swift's
famouswork.
In the land of Brobdingnag, tiny Gulliver gives a graphic description of the
highlydisagreeable physical aspect of a gigantic woman in these terms: “There was a womanwith
a cancer in her breast, swelled to a monstrous size, full of holes, in two or three ofwhich I could
have easily crept and covered my whole body.”(151) thisrepugnantvision is similar to the scene
where Newt Hoenikker,“a very tiny young man ... asnicely sealed as Gulliver among
theBrobdingnagians” (72), describes his father'sgrotesqueugliness: “His pores looked as bigas
craters on the moon. His ears and nostrilswere stuffed with hair. Cigar smoke made him smell
like the mouth of Hell. So closeup, my father was the ugliest thing I had ever seen.”(13)
In theland ofthe Houyhnhnrns, Gulliver contrasts the noble qualities whichdistinguishthe
creatures after whichthe race was named with the primitive brutality oftheYahoos:
The Yahoos were themost filthy, noisome, and deformed animal which
Natureever produced. Sothey were the most restive and indocile. Mischievous
andmalicious: they would privately suck the teats of the Houyhnhnms' cows,
killand devour their cats, trample down their oats and grass, if they were not
continually watched, and commit a thousand other extravagancies. (319)
In Cat's Cradle, the behavior of Sherman Krebbs, the “National Chairman of
Poets and Painters for Immediate Nuclear War”clearly shows the same irrational anddestructive
nature as the Yahoos. After lending him his New York apartment, Johnreturns home to find that,
“Krebbswas gone: but before leaving, he had run up three-hundred-dollars'worth of long distance
calls, set my couch on fire in five places, killed my catand my avocado tree, and torn the door off
my medicine cabinet. He wrote thispoem, in what provedto be excrement, on the yellow
linoleum floor ofmy kitchen.”(52-53)
Doing justice to his extravagant and nihilistic position, Krebbsshows himselfto be as
irresponsible and savage as Swift's Yahoos. Moreover, thefact that this character(whose
nameevokes the word “Crap”) writes the poem in his own excrement brings tomind the revolting
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behaviorof theYahoos, who on seeingGulliver for the first timeleft him an unforgettablesouvenir:
“they beganto discharge their excrementsupon myhead.”(270)
Thesame idea of filth and stench extendsto the city of Bolívar and its inhabitants:
“When Johnson and McCabe carne upon the city, it was built of twigs, tin,Crates,
and mud -restedon thecatacombs of a triIlion happy scavengers,catacomsin a
sour mash of slop, feculence,and slime.”Thepeoplewerethin. There wasn't a fat
person to be seen. Every personhad teethrnissing. Many legs werebowedor
swollen. Not one pair of eyes wereclear. The women’s breastswere bare and
paltry. The men wore loose loinclothsthat did little to conceal paneslike
pendulumson grandfather clocks. (86, 88)
The negative vision which emerges from these quotas shows that
Vonnegut'ssatiricalmodel is clearly imitative of Swift. Both authors set out to criticize the
putridcondition of humanity. Nonetheless, as Robert Sholeshas indicated, there is a
majordifference between thetwo. While Swift's satiric procedure aims to reform the ethics
ofsociety by expounding the defects and imperfections of individuals, for Vonnegut “thespirit of
playfulness andthe care for form characteristic ofthe modern fabulators operateso as to turn the
materialsof satire and protest into comedy.”(41) In other words, whileSwift criticizeshuman
nature, always with constructive moralizingintent, Vonnegutrejects themoral certainty which
characterizes traditional satire and “seeks no reformof a world probablybeyondremedyand
certainly beyond comprehension.”(Harris 30)This does not mean to say that Vonnegut does not
feelindignant in the face of humanstupidity, but that his literary response to it is different. Thus,
in the most classic line ofblack humor, Vonnegutholds that laughteris the only instrument which
can make usbear thesenselessness surrounding of the tragic human condition. This has led
Jerome
Klinkowitzto dub Cat's Cradle,“a mock-apocalypticnovel.”(52)
As we have just seen, Vonnegut makes use of theapocalyptic tradition to
developcharactersand motifs with which thereader is familiar. But at the sametime his useof
these literary models aims to create a tone of parody with respect to the originalmaterial.
Parodying the style and spirit of these works, the author corroborates LindaHutcheon's dictum:
“Parody is one of the techniques of self-referencialityby whichart reveals its awareness of the
context-depend nature of meaning.” (85)
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The textual and self-reflecting identity of Cat's Cradle is also re-affirmed by theuse of
literary games, another of the central aspects of the novel. A cat's cradle is achildren’sgamewhich
involves creating different geometric forms with a length ofrope held taut in the hand. This
game, which gives the novel its title, is the main creativemetaphorused by the author to
develop“the creative/destructive aspects of the innatehuman instinct to play.”(Tanner 189) This
instinct for play mentioned by Tanner isclearly shown in Felix Hoenikkerwho, we are told, was
only “playing” when he inventedthe atom-bomb. His three children also have theiramusements:
Angel a plays the clarinetFrank's hobby is model-making and Newt paints pictures. This
predisposition tocreativity extends to the other characters. Thus, Mona AamonsMonzano is “a
dazedaddict of thexylophone”: Rudolph, Felix Hoenikker'stwin brother is a “musicboxmanufacturer”: Philip Castlemakes mosaics: McCabe and Bokonon“Create” a religionand
John is a writer. When most of these charactersdie because of ice-nine, Vonnegutimplies that all
creative activity is under threat as long as peoplelikeHoenikkerarededicated to the“game” of
destruction. However, it is ironic that Cat’sCradleliketheApocalypseis born of the creative
imagining of the endof the world.
A cat's cradle represents an empty and insubstantial image where each figurehas no
inherent significance. Its meaning is assigned to it by the players as they establishcertain rules for
the game. If these are respected, each player projects a meaning ontoeach figure. Thus,
metaphorically speaking, the players createa fictitious orderoverthe chaos of the world. But when
the spirit of playfulness is missing, the game becomesa “nonsensegame.”This is just what Felix
Hoenikkerdoes in the novel. When thescientistinventsice-nine, he creates a “Cat's cradle,”but
without respectingthe twobasic requisites whichaccordingto Peter Hutchinson should be found in
everygame: “a sense of humor- however light- and a feeling of spontaneity.”(14) In fact,
whenHoenikker«plays» at creating ice-nine, he does not do so in search of entertainment (orat
least not entirely so) but at the express command of the military. Moreover,if all playshould be a
spontaneous, free andvoluntary occupation,Hoenikker's“game”is asimperative and tyrannical as
that of the Queen of Hearts in Lewis Carroll's Alice inWonderland.
Cat’s Cradleis an “artistic game” in which each chapter comes to forma miniature
“Cat's cradle”where every so often and “as it was supposed to happen”repeated imagesappear.
This cyclical and dynamic process characterizing thechildren’s game is reflectedin the circular
structure of the novel itself.
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The last chapterof Cat's Cradle is entitled “The End.”This chapter
supposedlyrepresentsthefinal “Chapter” of the world andof three books: Vonnegut's,John's
andthat of The Books of Bokonon. But this ending is deceptive, another foma, becausethenovel
does not finish here in a strict sense, but in thefirst chapter (“The Day the WorldEnded”)
whereJohn - as transformed by his experience as St. John, lshmael andGulliver- decides to
writeCat’s Cradle, a Bokononist book, instead of The Day theWorld Ended, the Christian book
he originally intendedto write. Thus, the endof thenovel brings us back to the beginning,
mimicking the repetitive nature of the cradlegame. This process of repetition is also emphasized
in the nameBokonon itself, thename of the author of The Books of Bokonon. The title of this
Bokononistbible isespeciallyappropriate, bearing in mind that the author's namesuggests the
word-play“Book-on-on.” Asthis word-playsuggests,Bokononis a character who “is written
byhimself” and in becoming "a book on himself”acquires the same fictitious natureashis work.
However,the literary gamedoes not end here. As John L. Simons points out:
Bokonon’s“real”name is Johnson, thatJohnson, alias Bokononis really
“John's son”, his author's imagined progeny, and each of themis Von's son
since Johnson becamethe maker of The Books ofBokononthe year he landed on
thefictional (but all too real) island of San Lorenzo, which was 1922,theyear
Kurt Vonnegutwas born. (105)
Vonnegut's literary creation can thus be compared to the religious “Creation”of
Bokonon, sinceboth fictionalizereality through themedium of games and draw attentionto their
own artificiality. In this connection, Klinkowitznotes that “meaning lies not in the content of a
novel or the materials of a religion,butrather inthe business of dealing with them. Once that
process, that act of play, is complete,content should be forgotten. If not, it becomes thestuff of
great mischief.”(54-55)
To preventthe ingenuous reader from falling into this dangerous trap, Vonnegut
hastensto say that “Nothing in this book is true.”In this way, the novel challenges
theconventions of traditional narrativeand asks to read and interpretedsimply as
whatit is: a literarygame.In fact, Cat’sCradle fits the definitionof a literary
game a literary game may be seen as any playful self-conscious and extended
means why an author stimulates his readers to deduce orto speculate, by which he
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encourages him to see a relationship betweendifferentparts of the textor between
the text and something extraneous to it. (Hutchinson 14)
In Cat’s Cradle Vonnegut implicitly suggests that postmodern fictionis usefulbecause it
shows us that literature is an artistic game,constructed to fictionalizeourapocalyptic world. For
this reason, Philip Castle recognizes at the end of the novel howterrible it would be if “all of a
sudden there were no new books, new plays, new histories,new poems ... “(145) This list, left
significantly open,could well be completedwith “new cat's cradles,” transforming, as does
Vonnegut, the apocalyptic tradition intoa creativegame.
Conclusion
Apocalyptic tradition has thus been maintained in cat’s cradle, showing the disaster
water has on freezing by ice-nine. Ice-nine is a kind of atomic bomb which freezes waters of the
whole world keeping all the biotic life in danger. So with the help of science, Vonnegut has
achieved apocalyptic creativity by the invention of Ice-nine with the introduction of Hoeniker,
father of atom bomb.
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